Teddy Shake Reminds Customers Free Shipping Available For
Silk Hawaiian Leis
In a statement issued today, Teddy Shake reminded customers that free shipping is
available for their silk Hawaiian leis.
In a statement issued today, Teddy Shake reminded customers that free shipping is available for
their silk Hawaiian leis.Miami, United States - April 20, 2017 /PressCable/ -The past few months have been busy at Teddy Shake. Their lastest product, their silk Hawaiian leis,
was released on Amazon.com just a few months ago and has instantly become a best-seller and
customer favorite. A Teddy Shake company spokesperson issued a statement today to remind new,
potential customers that since the leis are sold exclusively on Amazon.com, there are many options
available for free shipping.
"How many times are you shopping on the internet and find the perfect product, at a price that you
think is reasonable," explained company spokesperson Bailey Anderson. "Then you go to purchase
the item, and shipping is half the cost of the item itself. On top of that, there is no guarantee or
indication when you will receive your item, and in the end, you turn away and look for other options.
We understand this frustration. One of the great things about our partnership with Amazon.com is
that through them, free shipping is available to many of our customers. If a customer is an Amazon
Prime customer, they can receive their leis in just two days with the Amazon Prime free two-day
shipping. Any other customers can combine their lei purchase with millions of other items, and with
that order reaches just $49, it too will ship for free. This can be a huge savings and great advantage
for our customers."
The Teddy Shake silk Hawaiian leis have received fantastic feedback from customers so far. Of the
current reviews posted on the Amazon.com listing for the leis, one hundred percent of customers
say they like their Teddy Shake leis. Christopher, a verified purchaser of the leis, wrote a five-star
review recently and said "These Leis are so colorful. As soon as I opened the package, I knew I was
glad I had ordered these. They are vibrant and a great deal. I needed a lot of Leis for a party I was
throwing so I thought why not head to Amazon to pick them up. So convenient ordering these
online, plus when I opened the package it was easy to sort, there wasn't any tangleing or damaged
leis in the package. I can only say if you need to get leis this is the easiest way to get them."
Each Teddy Shake silk lei measures thirty-six inches in length, so the leis easy to put on and take
off. The flowers used to make the leis is made from the highest quality silk, to ensure that each lei is
comfortable to wear, and not scratchy. The Teddy Shake leis are all vibrant, bright colors and the
silk leis a perfect addition to any celebration.
Sold exclusively on Amazon.com, each box of fifty Teddy Shake leis is currently priced at $19.99.
Free shipping is available.
About Teddy Shake: "Desiring to make the world more vibrant and playful, we at Teddy Shake work
everyday to ensure you have the best Hawaiian flower leis on Earth. With rich, vibrant colors and
silky tones, we put our Hawaiian leis through massive Research and Development tests to make
sure your luau party never stops, and your ideal mood is always realized."
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